Eagle
Acrobatics

by Bob Armstrong and Marge Hermans
from Southeast Alaska's Natural World
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If you spend much time

its yellow feet toward the water’s surface,
on or near the water in Southeast you’ve and—incredibly!—flies off with the prize.
How do eagles do it? The following
probably been lucky enough to watch a bald
eagle catch a fish. What a thrill! Suddenly a photos capture the sequence. The accommagnificent bird with a six- to eight-foot panying “Recollections” tell how the photos
wing span glides down over the water, stabs were taken.

1) From their perches in tall conifers, eagles may
watch for hours waiting for fish to float by or swim by
near the surface.

2) Once a fish is sighted, the eagle launches from its
hunting perch.

Bob’s Recollections
One summer in late July and early August I
watched and photographed bald eagles catching
fish about 25 times between Sheep Creek and Point
Bishop, south of Juneau.
I cruised the shoreline by skiff and looked for
bald eagles perched near the water’s edge and at
some distance from their nest site. I then put a
Pacific herring or a staghorn sculpin (which I’d partly
pumped up with air so they’d float) out in the water
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so the tide or wind would carry the fish about 50
to 100 feet in front of the shoreline where the eagle
was perched.Then I slowly backed the skiff away and
attempted to stay about 100 feet from where the
fish was floating.
Most eagles sighted the fish within five minutes
after I’d placed it on the water, and most of them
went after it within 10 minutes after I’d set it afloat.
A few times a gull was attracted to the fish, 

3) A high glide carries the eagle toward the fish, usually
at 100 to 200 feet elevation.

4) A side-slip causes the eagle to begin
losing altitude.
5) With its wings slightly folded, the eagle swoops
rapidly toward the water.

but as soon as it circled over or landed near the
fish, the eagle would lift off from its perch and scare
it away.
One time, just after I’d placed the fish in the
water, I heard a sound like a jet plane and looked
up just as an eagle swooped down from its perch
and snatched the fish up within 10 feet of the boat.
I was really startled!
Most of the eagles I observed followed a similar
pattern.They usually started with a high glide off the
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perch tree, from about 100 to 200 feet elevation,
made a side-slip in which they turned nearly upside
down, and then swooped to descend rapidly to
within two feet of the water’s surface.
During the descent, their legs were extended
and their talons were closed like a fist. Then just
as they were ready to strike, the birds would raise
their legs, open their talons, and thrust their legs
downward to snatch the fish. 

6) The eagle glides swiftly along the
water’s surface.

7) As it nears striking distance, the eagle’s legs and feet push forward. It
opens its talons and raises its wings.
Up until they got the fish, the eagles didn’t flap
their wings at all, and for that whole time—and
sometimes immediately after—the birds fixed their
eyes intently on the fish.
Once the fish was in their talons, the eagles
raised their wings high and began flapping to regain
altitude.
In all the incidents I observed the sun was at the
birds’ backs. Perhaps that is yet one more factor in
the success of these precise maneuvers.
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After capturing a Pacific herring, most eagles
took the fish immediately to the nest. If they caught a
staghorn sculpin, they usually took it to a rock along
the shoreline that was fairly protected from above.
There they tore it apart and ate it, then either flew to
their nest or flew to a perch and resumed hunting.
My presence did not seem to interfere with the
eagles’ behavior. Since the eagles would be feeding
what they caught to their young, I also checked with
the Tom Brown bait company to be sure the 

8) Success! The eagle has snatched
the fish from the water and begins
flapping its wings to regain altitude.

9) Only mature eagles seem to be skilled enough to catch fish from the surface of the water.
A mature eagle can probably carry a fish weighing about five to six pounds.
herring did not contain any additives or contaminants.
They assured me it contained no additives and came
from a relatively pristine bay off British Columbia.
I suspect it takes eagles several years of practice
to perfect their hunting skills. In the beginning some
of the eagles I presented fish to were in immature
plumage, but I never saw one of them succeed in
taking a fish. They seemed inept and would often
attempt to snatch with their feet when they were
too high above the water’s surface.
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Even among eagles in mature plumage, some
were more adept than others, as if they’d had a little
more practice in aerial acrobatics.

